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Abstract— This financial disaster is devoted to the methods 

related with the collection of image-generated businesses in 

silicon heterojunction (SHJ) sun cells with a focus on the 

key role of the amorphous silicon/crystalline silicon 

heterojunction. The motive is to provide an explanation for 

the position of service inversion at the heterointerface and 

be part of it with the homes of the SHJ to obtain deeper facts 

of provider transport houses and series, which goes beyond 

amorphous silicon-primarily based structures and could 

make a contribution to knowledge the brand new growing 

SHJ based on amorphous silicon oxide and steel oxide 

emitter layers. The test is extended by means of the use of a 

simulation of the TCO/emitter interface with the purpose to 

show the impact of parasitic Schottky barrier top at the 

overall performance of the SHJ solar cell. In addition, the 

simulation have a look at of SHJ beneath focused light and 

varied temperatures is outlined to expose the principle 

limitations and possibilities of SHJ structures for usage 

beneath focused mild. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Between the semiconductor materials with right 

optoelectronics homes for photovoltaic program, silicon 

have been the most notably regulars and use in the 

contemporary production of photovoltaic module. The 

fundamental gains of silicon is its abundances in nature and 

master silicon wafers fabrications, furthers to the 

compatibility of the technological technique of sun cells 

with the microelectronics organization. The developing rate 

of processed crystalline silicon inside the beyond years have 

come to be a the usage of stresses lowering the wafers 

thicknesses for sun mobility fabrication. However, this style 

modified into stopped because of the bending of skinny 

wafers for the duration of immoderate temperature 

processing of desired silicon sun cells, which end up in to 

the developing effort focused on the technologies with lower 

silicon usage. Among them, the silicon heterojunction sun 

cells (SHJ) offer both excessive overall performance 

collectively with a angle of low-cost fabrications and reduce 

of silicon wafers thickness bellow a 100 µm. The 

advantages of heterojunction among formless and crystalline 

silicon had been first introduced into the so-referred to as 

HIT concept (Hetero-junction with Intrinsic Thin-layer) 

with the aid of way of former organization SANYO 

(presently SANYO is a part of the business enterprises 

Panasonic) in 1992. The SHJ HIT solar mobile consist of a 

single skinny crystalline silicon wafers, c-Si surrounded by 

the use of using extremely-skinny intrinsic silicon layers, a-

Si:H(i) and n-type and p-type doped amorphous silicon 

layers, a-Si:H (Figure 1), which can be deposited at 

temperature below  100 °C and so can be utilized in 

processing of skinny wafers. On the two doped layers, 

obvious undertaking oxide (TCO) layers and metal 

electrodes are customary with sputtering and display-

printing techniques, respectively. The TCO layer on the 

pinnacle moreover works as an anti-reflected photograph 

layer. 

II. CURRENTS TRENDS IN SHJ SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENT 

To make the SHJ sun cells greater carefully good-looking, 

cutting-edge-day-day efforts are centered on the 

development of generation and strategies centered on most 

vital targets (i) to boom the efficiency and (ii) to lower the 

fabrication charges. The usage of emitters with a massive 

band hole along with amorphous silicon carbide a-SiC:H , 

nanocrystalline silicon oxide nc- SiOx: H  or micro-

crystalline silicon oxide μc-SiOx:H , subsequently reducing 

slight absorption is a commonplace approach on a manner to 

boom JSC and as a cease end result the general overall 

performance of such sun cells. The benefit of this technique 

is that excellent low adjustment of manufacturing lines is 

wanted for replacements of a-Si:H emitter by way of a-

SiC:H or SiOx:H emitter layers. An increase in JSC through 

approximately 1 mA/cm2 became hooked up with the 

resource of converting a-Si:H via a-SiC:H or with the aid of 

using μc-SiOx:H. However, also in this example the 

heterojunction with a c-Si substrate performs a essential 

function and its fabrication wishes to be well mastered to 

revel in the decrease parasitic absorption of light. Another 

manner on the way to lower absorption losses is primarily 

based definitely genuinely at the guidance of the two 

collection contacts at the bottom aspect of the silicon 

substrate forming an inter-digitated again contact silicon 

heterojunction (IBC-SHJ) solar cells. The useful effects of 

series electrodes at the bottom of the cellular are tested thru 

the pleasant performance of 25.6% presently completed at 

SHJ solar cells . High JSC = forty one.Eight mA/cm2 in 

such sun cells is attained due to the eliminated absorption 

losses of a-Si:H layers in addition to losses in TCO. 

The decrease of fabrication price may be realized 

thru the possibility of high priced substances with the aid of 

using cheaper options. Several agencies have investigated 

opportunity materials together with zinc oxide, ZnO, and 

indium zinc oxide, IZO, as a possibility of luxurious indium 

tin oxide, ITO. Replacement of silver used in the series 

electrodes thru manner of copper is each other way, and is 

presently extraordinarily investigated to lower SHJ charge. 

Another method to type SHJ cell more carefully 

attractive is based on the discount of silicon wafers 

thicknesses. The functionality of HIT shapes to used silicon 

wafers of low thickness and to accumulates high usual 

performance at the identically time becames examine 

already in 2009, even as the SHJ HIT sun cells with a 

conversion efficiency of twenty-two.8% prepared on a 
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ninety eight μm thick n-kind silicon wafer became added 

thru former employer Sanyo (currently Panasonic) . 

 Nowadays, new boom ideas are growing based 

totally mostly on the substitute of the amorphous emitter 

thru metallic oxides. Such a idea has the potential to offer 

every an increase of standard performance further to a 

decrease of fabrication fee. Metal oxides offer benefits of 

huge band gaps, consequently lower parasitic absorption 

within the emitter, less difficult deposition with the aid of 

way of thermal evaporations and no requirements of toxic 

dopant gases in the path of fabrication. Moreover, the 

deposition of such oxides may be accomplished at low 

temperatures leading to a similarly decrease of the thermal 

fee variety and consequently fabrication price. Metal oxides 

are extensively used as a hole shipping layers in herbal solar 

cells. Current tries to replace them into the SHJn technology 

display very promising effects with achieved overall 

performance of η = 22. Five% for molybdenum oxide hole 

collector MoOx-based truely SHJ solar mobile. The 

development inside the development of electron selective 

contacts based totally totally mostly on lithium fluoride 

(LiFx) allows fabrication of dopant-loose uneven 

heterocontacts cellular (DASH) with conversion overall 

performance coming close to 20%. 

 
Fig. 1: Sketch of Diffused Junction Solar Cell 

 
Table 1: Deposition Conditions of a-Si Films 

III. IDEAL MODEL 

A. Hetrojunction Concept 

Key to the fulfillment of SHJ devices are the separation of 

expressly recombination-active (ohmic) contacts from the 

crystalline floor thru insertion of a passivating, 

semiconducting film with a miles wider bandgap. For SHJ 

devices. The interface country density on the wafer surfaces 

must be minimum, else the buffer layers will enhance in 

place of inhibit recombination. The SHJ idea shows a 

splendid affinity in principle with metal insulator-

semiconductor (MIS) sun cells, which rely on quantum-

mechanical tunneling of vendors via an insulating buffer 

layer. However, such tunneling does not constantly stand up 

in SHJ gadgets, and diffusive transport of carriers can be at 

the least as vital. For SHJ devices, hydrogenated amorphous 

silicon (a-Si:H) films some nanometers thick are attractive 

applicants for buffer layers: their bandgap is barely wider 

than that of c-Si and they will be doped mainly without 

trouble, each n- orp-type, allowing the fabrication of 

electronic heterojunctions. 

The basis of the concept for calculating the 

restricting efficiency of homo-junction unmarried hole sun 

cells—or single-hollow sun cells for quick—modified into 

hooked up with the resource of Shockley and Queisser 

(S&Q) in 1961 This concept establishes, on the excellent 

hand, that photons with energy underneath the bandgap of 

the semiconductor cannot be absorbed; this devices a limit 

to the maximum image present day that the cell can offer. 

On the opportunity hand,aftersome refinements to be 

considered for stimulated emission , the principle 

furthermore establishes that the open-circuit voltage of the 

solar cellular cannot exceed the gap of the semiconductor 

(divided with the useful aid of the electron charge) that the 

cell is fabricated from. However, a heterojunction sun 

cellular, fabricated from the junction of a high-bandgap 

semiconductor and alow-bandgap semiconductor should 

plausibly providea image-contemporary-day limit edby the 

semiconductor with the lowest bandgap and a voltage 

constrained by means of the semiconductor with the very 

first-rate bandgap having, therefore, the ability to conquer 

S&Q efficiency restriction of unmarried-hole solar cells. 

Whilst a unmarried-gap sun cellular with gap EG seems, we 

will discuss with the S&Q restricting efficiency of this 

cellular due to the fact the “EG sun cell S&Q efficiency 

restriction.” We may even clarify whether or not or no 

longer a once more reflector has been placed within the back 

of the cell or a medium of refraction index nr because the 

limiting efficiencies, for the equal bandgap, are unique. 

 
Fig. 2: Progress of Silicon Solar Cell Technology 

B. Finite Mobility Case 

− The situation modifications if we do away with the 

situation of infinite provider mobility. In this recognize. 

Information the electricity band diagram and quasi-

Fermi degree distribution foracase in which we count 

on that hole mobility is finite in a transition location on 

the interface a number of the immoderate- and 

occasional-bandgap semiconductors (we maintain the 

belief of infinity electron mobility for simplicity). 

− The transition layer might be the distance fee regionor a 

bigger vicinity. In our talk, we are able to leave out the 

generation and recombination of company staking 

region on this transition layer as it is also assumed in 
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Shockley’s best diode model. The statistics of the 

version for the contemporary–voltage function of the 

heterojunction sun cellular.  

− The diode DL and the modern generator JL constitute a 

excellent S&Q sun mobile (with lower all over again 

reflector) characterised with the useful aid of manner of 

the distance EL. The resistor Rh debts for a voltage loss 

in the route of the transition layer due to our assumption 

off initeholemobilit 

 
Fig. 3: Simplified Equivalent Circuit of a Heterojunction 

Solar Cell 

C. Homojunction c-Si Solar Cell 

 

D. HETROJUNCTION Si SOLAR CELL 

 

E. Open Circuit Voltage and Carrier Inversion 

The output ordinary performances of the solar cells may be 

defined through the use of v o c, jsc and ff. All such 

parameter are associate with the η and define the overall 

outputs universal overall performance of sun cell. While the 

precept purposes of this bankruptcy is to explains the 

functions of heterointerface and inversion on the a-si:h/c-si, 

we are capable of reputation on voc that is strongly suffering 

from recombination’s residences and provider transport 

within the solars cellular. The voc for shjp solar cells may 

be expressed via the logical models. 
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Similarly for shj, the voc is expressed 

 
S symbols in the above equation denoted: t is the 

temperature, q is the standards charge, okay is the 

boltzmann regular, eg-si is the band gap of c-si, nc and nv 

are the controlling densities of states in the conveyance band 

of c-si, δsi(p) and δsi(n) are the dopant beginning energy of 

c-si substrate with p-type and n-type doping, individually, lp 

and ln are diffusion distances for holes and electrons, 

individually, and dp and dn are dispersal coefficients for 

holes and electrons. 

From the above equation it is clear that voc relies 

upon on δn, it is decided with the resource of τeff and g. G 

is related to the illumination intensity. Τeff is decided with 

the resource of the recombination velocities sp and sn and 

consequently via the defect nation density at the a-si:h/c-si 

hetero interface, dit recombinations at the rear ground and 

recombination within the c-si substrate. The recombination 

within the c-si substrate isn't always the priority of this 

financial disaster, in preferences to this, we consciousness 

our interest to the a-si:h/c-si 

 
Table 2: Device results on n-type c-Si wafers 
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